Learn: How to Organize Small Spaces

**Books**

**Small space organizing**
*a room-by-room guide to maximizing your space*  
by Kathryn Bechen  
Organizing and interior design expert offers tips, strategies, and resources for bringing style and order to any space.

**Small space living**
*expert tips and techniques on using closets, corners, and every other space in your home*  
by Roberta Sandenbergh  
Introduces space opportunities, suggesting space-saving ideas throughout the home.

**Small spaces**
*maximizing limited spaces for living*  
by Elizabeth Wilhide  
Small space living doesn't mean settling for second best. This book looks at how to make the most of the space at your disposal. It includes design strategies which will win more usable floor area and better spatial quality.

**Small apartment hacks**
*101 ingenious DIY solutions for living, organizing, and entertaining*  
by Jenna Mahoney  
Provides tips, suggestions, and instructions for organizing, decorating, living, and entertaining in small spaces.

**Books**

**The Complete Book of Home Organization**  
by Toni Hammersley  
Filled with storage solutions and cleaning tips, secret space-saving methods and expert strategies you need to effectively organize your home.

**The home edit**
*a guide to organizing and realizing your house goals*  
by Clea Shearer  
Presents a system of home organization which focuses on eliminating clutter and arranging items and clothing in separate compartments and easy-to-see labeled boxes.

**Small space style**
*because you don't have to live large to live beautifully*  
by Whitney Leigh Morris  
A small-space lifestyle expert provides tips for making the most of a little home.

**Tidying Up With Marie Kondo**
*The Book Collection: the Life-changing Magic of Tidying Up and Spark Joy*  
by Marie Kondo  
Presents a guide to cleaning and organizing a living space, discussing best methods for decluttering and the impact that an organized home can have on mood and physical and mental health.

**Your learning made to fit.**
Learn: How to Organize Small Spaces

Online Library Resources

**hoopla**
Hoopla allows you to borrow movies, music, audiobooks, ebooks, comics and TV shows to enjoy on your computer, tablet, or phone – and even your TV! Titles are ALWAYS AVAILABLE and can be streamed immediately, or downloaded to phones or tablets for offline enjoyment later. NOTE: When creating a hoopla account, use your last name as your PIN.

**This Small Space**
Interior designers step inside beautiful but small spaces to offer up practical storage, layout and décor ideas that turn crowded areas into cozy havens.

**Creativebug**
Creativebug is an on-demand arts and crafts instructional resource with over 1,000 high-quality videos taught by expert artists and makers. It includes classes and videos on drawing, painting, sewing, knitting, crochet, quilting, baking, and more.

**Back to School Organizing**
Creativebug creator shares tips on how to organize school and craft supplies.

**Revamp Your Creative Space**
Creator shares tips on how to organize and make the most of your creative space.

Online Resources

**YouTube** has a large number of helpful tutorials. Here are a few channels and playlists to get you started.

**Do It On a Dime**
This bubbly YouTube personality offers videos focused on organizing your home on a budget. She has multiple videos that specifically focus on organizing small spaces.

**Clutterbug**
Organizing expert offers organizing tips, tricks, and advice. Get rid of clutter and learn how to make the most of your home and your things.

**Kristen McGowan**
Interior designer specializing in organization and cleaning tips. Kristen has many videos focused on making your home the best place it can be. Make sure to check out her Organization Playlists

**Judi the Organizer**
Judi Igwe is a professional organizer who creates videos about how to create organization - and do it simply. Everything from folding, to drawer organization, to entire rooms.